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Abstract
In today's world it is very much important to maintain the security of information and its risks. The biometricbased techniques are very much useful in these problems. Among the several kinds of biometric-based
technique, face detection is much complex and much more important. Due to the age and several other
problems, a human face structure changes over time, again a human has lots of expressions. Sometimes due to
the lighting condition or the variation of the angle of an input device, the pattern of a human face structure also
changed. As a result, the face cannot be detected properly. In this paper, a method is proposed that can detect the
human faces both automatically and manually very efficiently. In manual mode, a user can select the input faces
referred by the system according to their choice. In automated mode, the system detected all possible face areas
using the Kohonen Self-Organizing Feature Map technique. This method reduced the complex color image into
a vector quantized image with desired colors. Then a color segmentation technique is used to detect the possible
face skin areas from the vector quantized image. Then the Histogram Oriented Gradient technique used to detect
the feature from the faces and K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier is used to compare both face images detected by
the two modes. The automated method prosed better accuracy than the manual method.
Keywords: Face Detection; Kohonen Self-Organizing Feature Map (K-SOM); Skin Color Segmentation; KNearest Neighbor (KNN) Classifier.
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1. Introduction
In recent years the biometric-based recognition techniques are more promising than individual persons’
authentication and granting them to access the domain based on password input. Biometric-based recognition
techniques include facial identification, fingerprint identification, iris detection, palm detection, etc. Among
these several techniques, the face detection technique is most important. The face detection technique has more
advantages than other biometric-based recognition techniques. Because this process can be done passively
without notifying the participant since the face image can be captured by a camera from a distance. This
technique is especially suitable for security and surveillance purpose. The face detection system can be done by
analyzing several algorithms. Human skin color segmentation technique is one of the most prominent techniques
to detect a face accurately because a human face contains skin. In this paper, a method is developed that
segmented the human skin and skin-like regions efficiently by both manually and automatically. Then a
classifier is used to compare the accuracy of both manual, and automatic mode.
2. Existing Work
In image processing color segmentation is very much important. For a face detection system, skin color
segmentation is much more efficient than any other face detection method. There are several kinds of face
detection systems available based on color segmentation. The authors proposed a method that automatically
classifies the colors on printed fabric by using the self-organizing method. This method partition the different
color regions accurately. Firstly, this method identified the primary colors of the input image and then flagged
by using the SOM’s density map and U-matrix. Each color region is located by dividing the U-matrix with an
adaptive threshold. This adaptive threshold value changes its value based on the network to get a perfect value.
Finally, the high color regions are were segmented. Unlike other methods, this process doesn't need predefined
cluster value, it auto-detect them from U-matrix [1]. Again the authors proposed a face recognition system based
on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for feature selection and Kohonen Self Organizing Map (K-SOM) for
classification. The proposed system has the accuracy of the face detection system is 97% and recognition
accuracy is 86.84% [2]. The authors proposed a multistage K-Nearest Neighbor classifier that collaborated with
the coding based Bag-of-Features to solve the SSPP problem. Here first they use K-means to collect the local
features, then use KNN to project the feature into a semantic space. Finally, an SVM classifier is used to
concatenate the features for classifying the images. Three public databased was used to verifying the method.
This method has great robustness towards expression, illumination, the occlusion, and, the time variation [3].
Again the authors proposed a method that solves the attendance problem in college and schools. The used
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) with the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm to solve the face
recognition problem [4].
3. Proposed Methodology for Human face Detection
In this paper, the face detection process is divided into two parts, 1) Manual mode, 2) Automated mode. In
manual mode, the user can able to select the human faces present in the input image. And in automated mode,
the Kohonen self-organizing feature map is used to detect the human faces present in the input image. The steps
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of the proposed method for face detection are shown in figure-1.

Figure 1: Face Detection Procedure (Manual and Automated)
3.1. Manual Face Detection Procedure
In this process first, the system finds out all possible faces. Second, the user selects the particular face or faces
according to their choice. To find out the possible faces, here well-known HSV color space segmentation
technique [5] is used.

HSV, Hue, Saturation, and Value, color space model can efficiently separate the

chrominance and luminance color variation and the colors remain unchanged in different lighting conditions.
For this reason HSV color space model popular for the skin detection method. For skin color detection first,
convert the input color image into HSV color space image. Second, segment all the color channels with a certain
range of threshold values. The range for thresholding for each channel is given below:
Hthresh = 0.40 < h < 0.50

(1)

Sthresh = 0.65 < s < 0.74

(2)

Vthresh = 0.56 < v < 0.65

(3)

Next, combine all the segmented channels to detect the skin area. The result is shown in figure-2.
HSVseg = combine( Hthresh , Sthresh , Vthresh )

(4)

The next, step is to prompt the user which skin area they want to accept as a face. After selecting the face area,
the selected area is bounded by a bounding box with the color red to separate from other bounding boxes. If the
user does not accept any region as a face then the system detects the next region and prompts again. This
process will continue until it covers all the skin like areas. Finally, all the selected faces by the user, stored in a
temporary folder for the next process. This process is shown in figure-3.
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Figure 2: (a) Original image, (b) Detected possible skin area

Figure 3: (a.1) when the user chooses the detected skin area as a face (a.2) After accepting the skin area like
face, the area marked with a red color box and detect the next skin area (b.3) when the user doesn’t want to
choose the detected skin area as a face (b.4) Next skin area detected
All the skin areas accepted by the user as a face is shown in figure-4.

Figure 4: Faces detected by the user
3.2. Automated Face Detection Procedure
In this paper, for automated face detection, Kohonen self-organizing feature map is used (K-SOFM) [1-2,6].
First, this process selects the color space model, RGB, or HSV. Then use that color space information to detect
the skin and skin-like regions using K-SOFM. This process helps to reduce the complexity of color regions to
simple color regions. So that the detection of the proper skin and skin-like regions is very efficient.
3.2.1. Kohonen Self-Organizing Feature Map
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The self-organizing map (SOM) [7] was introduced by Teuvo Kohonen. This is an unsupervised learning
process. It learns the patterns from a set of unknown data without knowing any class information. It is a fully
connected single-layer neural network. SOFM created two-dimensional output which is known as a map. It is a
very high stable neural network. Unlike other neural networks, SOFM selected the suitably optimized output
nodes with closely related to the training sample data for the class of input vector. This is the reason SOFM
doesn’t need any target output node. The Kohonen learning algorithm[8,9] creates a vector quantizer by repeat
updating the sample of input classes. Among the input samples, which are called neurons of the SOFM neural
network (NN), there is a competition to be activated first. Finally, only one neuron win the competition. The
steps followed by the K-SOFM for this experiment is given below:
Step-1: Initialize the learning rate lr(t) = 0.001, weight Wi(t) = random and network size or neighbors Ni(t) =
based on user choice, Example: if the user wants to reduce the no of colors in the image is nColor then Ni(t)
calculated as
Ni(t) = [ floor(√(nColor )) × ceil(√(nColor )) ]
Step-2: Collect the input patterns

(5)

from color channels of the color space model (RGB or HSV)

Step-3: Start training the network and determine the winning class which is closest to the Ip.
d = min(∥ Wi(t)- Ip ∥)

(6)

Step-4: Update Wi(t), lr(t), Ni(t)
Wi(t) = Wi(t+1) + lr(t),

(7)

lr(t) = lr(t+1),

(8)

Ni(t) = Ni(t+1)

(9)

Step-5: Repeat the process until reach the maximum epoch. The result after applying the K-SOFM to the input
image is shown in figure-5.

Figure 5: a) Original Input Image, b) Reduce the no of the color channel (here 6) for RGB color space image, c)
Reduce the no of the color channel (here 6) for HSV color space image
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3.2.2. Skin Segmentation
After reducing the number of colors, the next step is to segment the true skin regions[5,10] to detect the face. In
this experiment two, color space models RGB, and HSV are used. For color space, HSV uses equations 1, 2, 3,
and 4 to detect the skin area. For color space, RGB the range of thresholding for each channel is given below:
Rthresh = 0.60 < r < 0.68

(10)

Gthresh = 0.24 < g < 0.29

(11)

Bthresh = 0.12 < b < 0.18

(12)

Next, combine all the segmented channels to detect the skin area. The result is shown in figure-2.
RGBseg = combine( Rthresh, Gthresh, Bthresh )

(13)

The experimental results are shown in figure-6.

Figure 6: a) Original Image, b) Detected skin regions after RGB color segmentation, c) Detected skin regions
after HSV color segmentation
3.2.3. Comparison between Manual and Automated face detection Using Histogram Gradient Oriented
(HOG) feature extraction and K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Algorithm
Histogram Gradient Oriented Method [11,12] is one of the most commonly used features selection method. It
broke the entire image into small regions and then calculate the gradient and orientation of each region and
finally calculated the histogram of them. The three main steps of the process are, 1) Prepossessing the data, 2)
Calculate gradients, 2) then calculate the magnitude and orientation.
Magnitude = √( gx2 + gy2 )

(14)

Orientation (∅) = arctan( gx / gy )

(15)

Where, gx, and, gy are the gradient values along x and y direction.
K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [3-4,13,14] is one of the most basic and essential classification algorithms in
machine learning. It belongs to the supervised learning method. This classifier is mostly used in pattern
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recognition. To classify the unknown sample, this classifier calculates the distance between the unknown sample
and all datasets. The smallest value distance between the unknown sample and the training set is accepted. Then
the unknown sample as classified by its nearest neighbor. The performance of KNN depends on the value of K,
the no of nearest neighbor, to classify an unknown sample. In this experiment, the image size [200 ×150] was
taken for the HOG feature calculation. Manually selected faces are used as training sample and automated
selected faces are test data. The experimental results are shown in figure-7.

Figure 7: Experimental Result of Comparison between Manual (Training) and Automated (Test) face detection
based on KNN Classifier.
4. Performance Analysis and Discussions
This experiment has two major part one, detect a face in manual mode, and two, detect a face in automated
mode. Here for experimental purposes, the maximum group of two to four-person images was accepted. In
automated mode first, the system uses the K-SOM to reduce the complex color input image into a vector
quantized image. Then use a skin color segmentation process to detect the possible faces in the input image.
Here also Fuzzy C-Means [15] and K-Means [16] clustering techniques were used to compare the cluster
analysis among the three techniques. The experimental result is shown in table 1.
Table 1: The Experimental Result of Different Clustering Method
Accuracy of Cluster Analysis (%)

Method

no

of

iteration

200

no

of

1000

iteration

Accuracy of
face
detection
(%)

K-SOM

89.22

90.15

90.33

K-Means

92.34

93.01

94.28

Fuzzy C Means

87.28

88.56

89.78
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In manual mode first, the system performs skin color segmentation then suggests possible faces to the user.
Then the user selects those faces that are required. After that, the system compares both manual and automated
detected faces to check whether they matched correctly. Here the system uses the KNN classifier to compare the
images. The experimental results are shown in table-2.
Table 2: Experimental result for system suggested and user accepted no of faces in manual mode
Accuracy

of

Manual

detected Faces (%)

Accuracy

of

detected Faces (%)

Manual

Accuracy
Comparison

of
using

KNN
93.33

98.33

94.28

In this experiment, high-resolution images were used. The limitations of this experiment are, in manual mode
users only selected among those face images that are suggested by the system. The input image needs to contain
2or 3 or 4 persons only.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, a face detection system is proposed that detects the human faces from an input image both
manually and automatically. In manual mode face detection, the users can select the human faces from the input
image that are suggested by the system. In automated detection first, an unsupervised learning technique
Kohonen Self-Organizing Feature Map is used to convert the complex color input image into a vector quantized
image. Then detect the possible faces in that image by using a skin color segmentation technique. After that,
compare both manual and automated detected faces by using the HOG features detection technique and KNearest Neighbor classifier.
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